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Dear Reader,

We have no hot takes. We have no answers. Ingen aning. 
Nobody knows. 
 
Words fail us. 

Some of us* began working on this before the enormity of the 
pandemic unraveled, some during. By us we mean our generous 
contributors: who wrote, drew, made, thought and worked on 
their own dime and time - thank you for your gifts.
We hope that within these pages, you might find something to 
laugh about, something else to think about, something to do or 
simply rest upon, some form of distraction or comfort, some 
way of accessing this community and speaking to each other. 
Allt på paus nu, let us meet on the other side <3

Ta hand om varandra
Please take care 
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NO CAR? NO PROBLEM!

John Söderbergs cykel-husvagn

Jens Lindqvist lök delivery

PlywoodMadrasser

Fynd från tippen

100 kg betongskulptur av Matti Sumari

Målning för stor för bagage

Flöyen plundras

Tomtemor med bubbelplast
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By an anonymous licenced witch
Illustrated by Jonas Malmberg

Virgo
When it opens, try to go see the Hilma af Klint show at Moderna. There you will find 
specific nuance of purple. Use that in a piece and show it to a male acquaintance. If he 
says something about grapes or any other fruit, you know you’re on the right path. 
Another acquaintance will try to find you using Linkedin, but will fail. 

Libra
YYou mind will work 300% this summer, and loads and loads of ideas and great thoughts 
will come. If its too much, have a day at the beach and try to focus on the smells. When 
your at your workplace, try to maintain eye contact with your peers as much as possible. 
The exchange of energy will be insane! Be sure to visit Delfi whenever open, those guys 
are really nice.

Scorpio
Maybe itMaybe it’s time for that trip to Louisiana after all this? Bring a tall friend with big boobs 
for an extra special experience. That annoying thing you thought would hover over your 
life this summer wont bother you at all! If you are open to it, a great job opportunity will 
come your way. This is the time for you to wear extraordinary clothes and try weird 
cocktails. On August 31 listen to your favorite song on repeat 31 times for good luck.

Sagittarius
TTry to attend to all the openings when everything starts again. You will see at least one 
show you like and might also have a good time. You will receive criticism about your work 
from a very unexpected person. You can try talk it through with a friend after a couple of 
drinks, but unfortunately it wont give you any clarity. Just kidding! Of course it will! Or 
will it..? Haha yes it will. Or..? 

Capricorn
All Capricorns must wear colorful shorts this summer!! If you don’tAll Capricorns must wear colorful shorts this summer!! If you don’t, it will be raining all 
the time. Your work might take a slightly unexpected turn by the end of June. If you have 
any studio visits by that time, be sure that they are in for a hell of a ride! Also treat them 
with something really good, like cake or a cold drink. In the end of a summer you will 
receive several emails with invitations to art shows, especially if you subscribe to the 
e-flux newsletter. 

Aquarius
AAquarius, Aquarius… What is holding you back? This is the time for you to make that 
move! Just do it! If you see two black cats and a really fat bird on the same day, it means 
your luck is turning. If you had great luck before, it will go bad, if it was bad it will be 
great! Positive thinking will not help this time. But on the other hand, the pessimist 
always get good news right? Maybe it’s time to really focus on theory.

Pisces
If you or a person near you just doing their MIf you or a person near you just doing their MFA, give them/yourself a break. I’m sorry to 
all Pisces that I told you would get the working grant last time, I misread the stars. You 
will get it this year! Or the next! Or the one after that. The most important thing is to 
focus on your work. Don't invite crazy people into your studio anymore. If you are a 
painter, stop with that ochre already! It’s ugly.

“Regarding the current situation, it will pass, 
things will work out in the end! Have trust in life! “ 
- Anonymous witch lady 

FOR MALMÖ ART WORKERS SUMMER 2020
HOROSCOPE

Aries
No luck this year for you either Aries! But who needs luck when you got the skills? 
People might not understand the genius of your work, but it doesn’t matter as long 
as you do. And I know that you do. July will be a very good month for you workwise, 
as long as you don’t let the seagulls get on your nerves. Spend 666 kr at Drewex just 
for fun.

TaurusTaurus
Are you ever gonna grow up Taurus?! I hope not, because then you will turn into a 
real snoozefest. Your work will hit the next level, but only if you work hard enough. 
Try to avoid anything satanic or organic, that’s a dead end street for you. A relative 
that’s older than you wants to hear from you, give them a call. And be polite! Go 
borrow some books at the library and keep them visible for any visitor, it will help 
you to appear not as lost as you are.

Gemini Gemini 
No hats for you this season. Or you can wear a bucket hat or a baseball cap but no 
army style hat or a ye olde style hat, not for the modern day. If you are a very very 
old Gemini, you might feel the need to yell at the kids from your window, and that’s 
fine. Don’t forget to put on a shirt first. You are spending too much money. Be 
careful, hard times are coming and your work is far too introverted to be hitting the 
art market any time soon.

CancerCancer
If your studio is facing east, open the window on June 6. This season is a good time 
for you to try something new workwise. You will see an exhibition you really like, be 
sure to send an email to the artist or curator and express that! Love will bounce back 
at you like a water balloon. In July you might get a text or call with good news! If you 
do, be sure to be really happy and celebrate, you’ll never know when you get the 
reason for that again.

LeoLeo
Are you in need of cash Leo? Money will find its way to you if you just open that 
door. Drinking beer isn’t opening anything. The summer will end with you and a 
friend having a really good time. If you go to an opening in the distant future and 
see a man with glasses and bow tie, go say hello. That act will help you understand 
“everything”.
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2018DÖDSRUNA ÖVER NOBELVÄGEN 125
A Very Incomplete History of Nobelvägen 125 “Det blir svårt att hitta en ny lokal 

som är såhär bilig och ligger så pass 
centralt. Vi kommer att vara 45-50 
konstnärer som antagligen måste 
flytta till ytterkanten av stan, säger 
Ingvild Hovland Kaldal.

Ingvild Hovland Kaldal tror att 
Flöjens flytt kan få stor effekt på 
Malmö konstscen.

Risken är att många här väljer att 
flytta från Malmö. Det som har varit 
lockande med Malmö för många 
konstnärer har varit just att det 
finns centrala lokaler med låg hyra. 
Det finns en konsthögskola i Malmö 
och många väljer att stanna kvar här 
efter utbildningen. Men det tror jag 
kan ändras - att unga konstnärer 
väljer bort att etablera sig i Malmö.”

Satz, L., Wahlstedt, S., Gillberg, J.  (2018/03/31) 
Sydsvenskan,  “Därför snackar alla om Nobelvägen just 
nu”, p B2-B5

“Nobelvägen 125 ligger i hörnet av det 
stora rivningskvarteret Brännaren. 
Till våren ska huset fyllas av musik, 
om kommunen beviljar bygglov för 
förändringen.

SORGENFRI. En gång var det Kocks 
Kolonial. Nu blir det kulturhus. Det 
är byggnaden i hörnet Nobelvägen-
Agneslundsvägen som håller på att 
förvandlas efter kommunens visioner 
för Sorgenfris industriområde.

Medborgarskolan har hyrt 
bottenvåningen för att utöka sin
ungdomsverksamhet. Regionchef 
Sune Holgersson räknar med att det
ska bli plats för musik, dans, teater 
och något för kropp och själ, som 
yoga eller liknande. Andra och 
tredje våningen är uthyrda till ett 
konstnärskollektiv. 

Huset på Nobelvägen 125 är ett av 
dem som ska bevaras när de gamla 
industrikvarteren blir ett småskaligt 
bostads- och verksamhetsområde. 
Bottenvåningen har använts av ett 
tryckeri och ett godisföretag under 
de senaste åren. Under 1970-talet var 
det tryckeri.”

Bergström, B.M., (2008/12/03) Sydsvenskan, “Tryckeri 
blir nytt ungdomshus”, p. C2

 Maria E Harrysson Flöyen/CC 2014-2018: 

Yes someone broke into my studio. The sound of the broken glass from the window 
that got stuck in my curtain was pretty when the wind blew along with the sun all 
the way through my asymmetrical studio. The small glass pieces were everywhere 
together with drips of blood. I filmed it. Then the heartbeats when looking for 
damaged work. But every stain had landed just an inch outside everything 
important. 
You could follow the red marks around the whole Flöjen, a drip there a hand mark 
there and all that was missing was a cheese from the refrigerator. I think it was 
Melissa’s, a new still unopened cheese. 
After the police had come by we all cleaned the place together and I brushed the 
crumbs of glass from my desk, chair, art and floor.
I got a new window. The weekend after that I had my friends over for putting new 
energy in to my studio. We burnt some sage to be sure that nothing of that weird 
soul was left and then we drank a lot of Prosecco out on the roof. It was a beautiful 
night that wouldn’t have taken place if it wasn’t for a thief looking for cheese. 

I loved working at Flöjen.

 Joana Pereira Flöyen/CC 2014-2016, 2018
I returned to Flöjen in 2018 renting Gitte’s studio for 1360kr for 14kvm. Some 
people were complaining of the graffiti sprayed on the windows (apparently 
some people had sprayed the windows from the outside), some of them were 
completely covered with paint. Olof seemed intrigued by it, he asked me how 
it was in my studio, if the windows were totally covered, which colors, etc. I 
think he liked some of it. I stayed in the space for while, even when everyone 
had already left, but it was strange to be there alone. 

Ingrid Furre Flöyen/CC 2013-2018: 

Fløjen ble foreslått av Ingvild tror jeg. Det var 
flere forslag, men Fløjen låt best syntes flertallet. 
Det er forøvrig også navnet på et fjell i Bergen. 

Det var flere atlier på Nobelvägen som ikke ble 
brukt så ofte, , det ga stedet en mystisk stemning. 
Eller som ble brukt når jeg ikke var der (netter og 
helger). 

Det ble mer sosialt etter at Olof flyttet inn.

Jeg hadde innbrudd i atlieret og min nyinnkjøpte 
makita drill forsvant (fikk penger igjen på 
forsikringen, men har ennå ikke kjøpt en ny). 
ved et annet innbrudd stjals det en ost i fra 
kjøleskapet. Du kunne kikke inn i atlieret mitt 
fra taket utenfor. Etter innbruddet kjøpte jeg 
rullegardiner på IKEA, som jeg trakk ned når jeg 
ikke var der.

I begynnelsen hadde jeg alle verktøy inne på 
atlieret(15m2). Blant annet bordsag og kappsag. 
Men etter vert satt jeg disse ut i fellesarealet nære 
kjøkkenet og introduserte det som et oppdatert 
treverksted. 

Jeg husker to store svarte sofaer og gråe benker 
som stod langs veggene i tiden med cc.

Den turkise fargen på kjøkkenet.

Alle lysrør som manglet og blinket og lyste veldig 
sterkt i det som var galleri og ble prosjektrom. 

Del to av cc galleriet som var på den ene veggen i 
den ene gangen og het «on the Wall”.

Patrik kom ofte ned og drakk kaffe på taket utenfor 
atlieret mitt. skulpturer ble sittemøbler der ute. 

Rotter flyttet inn. Alle tømte lagrene sine. 

Det var lekkasje ved det lille kjøkkenet i gangen og 
det lekte inn i Jans atlier og til flere lager. 

Jeg husker jeg så en dokumentar på SVT om 
artisten Cherry(tror jeg). I dokumentaren tok de 
heisen lengst opp på Nobelvägen 125 og jeg ble 
oppmerksom på at det var er fint musikkstudio der. 
Nydelig utsikt og hvite skinnsofaer og buede dører. 

Fritt fra minnet.

The first thing that came to 
mind was how Timja and 
I started talking :-) It was 
over a dead rat. 
                     - Jon Ek
    Flöyen/CC 2015-2018

Shirin Sabahi Brännaren 2010-2012
I remember the afternoon 
dance classes upstairs. It 
got loud and stumpy. I kept 
thinking the ceiling would 
eventually open and the 
dancers would drop down 
feet first. Then there was 
this artist who left his studio 
door open (right across the 
kitchen where you had to 
pass daily) but he wouldn’t 
say hello or acknowledge your 
existence, there or elsewhere. 
I received his unwanted 
newsletters for some years 
after I moved out. Naturally 
the UNSUBSCRIBE button 
was nowhere to be found.

Anna Nordquist Andersson
Brännaren 2002-2018
Ateljékollektivet Brännaren flyttade in på 
Nobelvägen 125 sommaren 2002, då var det 
Viktor Kopp, David Svensson, Sirous Namazi, 
Robert Moreau, Lena Ignestam, Sofie Josefsson, 
Magdalena Svensson och Per Gustavsson. Jag 
tog sen över Robert Moreaus ateljé. Det har varit 
många andra konstnärer under de 17 åren som 
ateljékollektivet fanns. När vi lämnade var det 
Karl Larsson, David Svensson, Danilo Stankovic, 
Erik Length, Kim Westerlund, Sofie Josefsson, 
Magdalena Svensson, Charlotte Walentin och jag 
själv. När vi blev uppsagda och skulle lämna lokalen 
valde några att flytta till nya Addo och några valde 
att flytta till gamla Addo. Jag och David, Karl, 
Sofie flyttade och startade en nytt ateljékollektiv 
tillsammans med Carla Zaccagnini, Cecilia Sterner 
och Melissa Hendersson på Västmanlandsgatan 
3 (vår nya ateljéförening ligger under KKV och 
ovanför Lilith performance studio.)

Karin Granstrand Flöyen/CC 2012-2018
And the rat!!! I found the rat in one of my cardboard 
boxes in the storage area. I was checking my little 
storage area and suddenly I opened one box and the rat 
was just sitting there. Staring back at me. I almost got 
a heart attack. I’m not really afraid of rats or anything, 
but I wasn’t ready for those eyes. I closed the box 
with tape, went to Elin’s studio and got some mental 
support, then I carried the box with the rat outside, and 
let it go. The rat ran away... but then it suddenly popped 
out, with its face, from behind a wall! And suddenly it 
was super cute!
After Flöjen, at first I started working from home but in 
January I moved to Dals Långed in Dalsland, about 17 
mil north of Gothenburg.

Danilo Stankovic, Brännaren 2012-2018
Around 2008 I played in a band on the 
top floor. At that time there was a candy 
company located in the basement. And it 
was so perfectly done that you could take 
the elevator down to the loading dock 
and grab as much candy and chips you 
could handle. You never knew what to 
expect, new flavours and new surprises.
It was always a problem for me to work 
in the studio during summers. Third 
floor and big windows meant that I had a 
view over the intriguing meadow, I could 
see the skateboarding people, and the 
awesome sundowns. So I always found 
an excuse to have a break and go outside. 
If not standing in my window, peeping (I 
always had my binoculars close to hand). 
The best place for rest was a small spot 
in the sun on the roof left to the door 
of the Wuthering Heights. There I had 
the meadow to the right, the skateboard 
people to the south-left, the doves on the 
roof above my head, the magpies in front 
of my feet, and the Sun in the sky and in 
my eyes.
The days when the authorities started 
tearing down the camps next to us , a 
lot of people were there. I saw this tiny 
young man positioned on the roof with 
his camera, like a sniper. He represented 

the activists and his mission was to 
document it all on video. He had been up 
all night and was freezing and starving, 
he was in a delirious state. So I let him 
have some sleep in my studio and gave 
him a sandwich.
One of the nights the atmosphere was 
very tense. Factions of people passed 
by making threats. I remember one guy 
standing on the other side of the street 
with a videocamera for hours. On safe 
distance like a statue. Making his very 
symbolic act of pointing his Big Brother 
camera gun replica to the activists and 
the gypsies. Suddenly a banger was 
thrown into the crowd of people from a 
car passing by. Later another car drove 
right into the camp and people had to 
jump aside not to get hit.
Somehow I got involved in helping 
the activists driving away trailers from 
the camp to a secret garage in another 
industrial area. It was quite exciting 
since we tried to do it as unnoticed from 
the cops as possible, though the trailers 
drew attention more than anything. 
The different trailers all lined up in the 
garage made a big impression. Every 
trailer had been customised in it́s own 
unique way due to its owner ́s needs and 
aesthetics. It was like a secret folk art trailer exhibition. And I was one of the few to see it.
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Kah Bee Chow Flöyen 2017-2018
I think I was fairly anti-social 
when I moved in, studios I’d had 
up till then had been fairly solitary 
affairs, almost like a self-imposed 
quarantine - by circumstance and 
choice. I treasure my space and 
time alone - but one can become 
totally unmoored too. At Flöyen, 
I remember Olof’s laughter at 
lunchtimes, using Jon’s and 
Ingrid’s tools in the workshop. Rat 
drama. Flood drama. Little ways
one could help and be helped.

Bow Down Dance Academy
Cherry’s musikstudio

Ateljékollektivet Brännaren 2002-2018 
LAB 125/Blotnik  ?-2013   

Wuthering Heights 2004?-2010    

Flöjen 2016-2018 25studios/34749kr/m/700kvm
Cirkulationscentralen 2004?-2016

Nobelvägens Bilservice

For m
ore on the area: K

vateret Brännaren i norrasorgenfri.blospot.com
 av Jörgen A

ndersson
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So-called “natural wine”, once a fringe                             
phenomenon started by a handful of renegade 

wine makers in the Beaujolais region in France, 
have over the last years gone mass, and is now 
undoubtedly mainstream among the urban elites. 
The turbid main stream will always be more 
polluted than the clear mountain spring, and 
natural wine, too, is increasingly wading in muddy 
waters. What is common in the mountains, is rare 
in the dusty valley. What used to be a gift, is now 
a product. What used to have its own forms of 
existing, is now following institutional rules.

Enter “mousiness”, a fault mostly occurring 
in wines made with little or no added sulphur, 
producing an off-taste reminiscent at the very 
least of bad rye bread, corn flakes and peanut 
butter - and often of more severe unpleasantries 
such as mouse cage and rat piss. Traditionally a 
very rare wine fault, the occurrence of mousiness 
seems to have increased exponentially only the 
last few years, paralleling an equally exponentially 
growing market for natural wine.

The fault is veiled in a bit of mystery and its exact 
cause still up for debate, but it’s generally agreed 
that the culprits are unwanted yeast strains and/
or bacteria in the wine cellar. Since natural wine 
ferments with naturally occurring wild yeasts 
rather than added industrially produced ones, the 
whole wine cellar is literally alive with culture. 
If whatever it is that produces mousiness enters 
into a cellar, it has proved very difficult to get rid 
of it again. Actually living culture is a fragile and 
precious thing.

For individual batches of wine infected with 
mousiness, there is at least one possible cure. 
Time. For even if it may stay latent in the 
cellar, an outbreak of mousiness in a batch of 
bottled wine, if patiently left untouched, might 
disappear over time. But then again, it also may 
not. Time heals some wounds, but alas, not all.

I  have heard  several  theories  about  why 
and how mousiness has become so common. All 
of them are rather speculative, and all of them 
blame different aspects of the institutionalisation 
of the natural wine world. I’m generally inclined 
to blame institutionalisation for most ills of this 
world, and mousiness is no exception. Here, too, 
institutionalisation is one of the usual suspects. 
Here, too, it’s not too far fetched to blame it. If for 
no other reason, then because of its own ubiquity. 
For here, too, institutionalisation is changing the 
whole game, and is it not reasonable to then blame 
it for the problems it causes, for all the collateral 
damage it leaves behind? In either case, let’s hear 
the theories out.

According to the first one, mousiness was always 
there - we just didn’t have a word to describe it. 
To properly describe not just a fault but anything 
at all, it first needs to be defined. To be defined, 
it needs to be named. Before it is named, it 
doesn’t really exist. So before someone coined 
the term mousiness, it was just an integrated part 
of the funky taste of the primordial soup that is 
natural wine. A good friend of mine remembers 
the fall from grace, remembers the first time 
he heard the term “mousy”. It came from the 
mouse… sorry, mouth of a sommelier at Noma.
It has been claimed that it was this particular 
sommelier who brought the mouse to Copenhagen, 
bringing to town a word which was by then only 
sporadically used in France and the US, but not yet 
here. Mousiness, just like wine, is an import in this 
part of the world. 

A second theory claims that the natural wine boom 
has pressured wine makers into producing wine in 
larger and larger quantities, leading to a general 
increase in flaws and faults, including mousiness. 
Small and struggling wine makers are generally in 
no condition to say no to producing and selling 
more wine when there is a demand for it - even 
if this means less control over production. The 
same demand often leads to wine makers bottling 
and shipping their wines too early, neglecting 
the importance of letting the wine rest and 
mature before transport. Natural wine is fragile, 
and transport is always risky. Transporting it too 
early increases the risks even more, and can often 
lead to flaws in the wine. It seems clear that the 
increasing amount of wine produced and the speed 
with which the wine is now reaching the market 
is directly linked to the occurrence of mousiness. 
Which is hardly surprising. We have all seen how 
quality is the first thing that suffers when someone 
is producing more works… wine than they used to.

A third theory has to do with wine fairs. The 
wine fair is not new in itself, but it has boomed 
in recent years. Raw Wine is by far the biggest 
one, the Art Basel of the natural wine world, and 
organised fairs in both Berlin, LA, London, New 
York, Montreal and Miami last year. Now, since 
natural wine is using naturally occurring yeasts, 
the yeast culture of every vineyard and winemaker 
is unique. The culture is connected to the land, the 
soil, the grapes, the surrounding nature, and the 
cellar itself. From a yeast cultural point of view, 
it doesn’t seem unlikely that the wine makers 
would bring their cultures with them when they 
go to the fairs. With hundreds of wine makers 
from all over the world meeting in crowded fairs 
several times a year, it also doesn’t seem unlikely 
that they would bring the yeast cultures of other 
vignerons home with them. Which, according to 
this theory, doesn’t make it unlikely that foreign

wine cultures are entering wine cellars and start 
to interfere with the indigenous yeasts - new 
invasive yeast strains invading existing local 
ones. This, again according to this theory, would 
affect the stability of the living culture and thus 
the stability of the wine, leading to, among other 
things, mousiness.

Apart from these yeast cultural problems of wine 
fairs, there are also other cultural ones, the most 
worrying being how wine fairs are homogenising 
natural wine into a global monoculture. Rather 
than showing local characteristics, wine from all 
over the world increasingly tastes the same. Rather 
than tasting like wine from individual wine makers, 
it increasingly has the taste of products made for 
intended target groups. Rather than tasting of the 
place where it is from, it increasingly has the off-
taste of where it is supposed to be sold, and who it 
is supposed to be sold to. Currently, an increasing 
amount of natural wine producers are producing 
juicy easy to drink red and lightly macerated 
orange wines, following the current taste of young 
natural wine hipsters. Winemakers often seem to 
aim for these styles of wine, regardless of how wine 
is traditionally produced in their region, whether 
it makes sense to manipulate the local grape 
varieties into these marketable genre wines, and, 
not the least, whether the wine maker is actually 
any good at producing wine in those styles. 

This homogenisation is of course not only the 
fault of the fairs. The fairs constitute but one part 
of the ongoing structural changes and increasingly 
ubiquitous monoculture taking over the art… wine 
world. The fairs themselves are mostly an effect 
of an aggressive institutionalisation which takes 
no prisoners. Or, seen in another way, in which we 
are all prisoners, trapped like rats in cages. And to 
think it all started with a mouse.

by Henning Lundkvist
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Carola Grahn, 
konstnär, Malmö

I would love to see a 
huge solo exhibition 
with Esther Mahlangu! 
I’ve only seen her work 
online. Foremost, I 
long to see her cars. If 
you haven’t seen them 
it’s a google must.

Johan Röing, 
konstnär, Malmö

Hej. Skulle gärna 
se en gigantisk 
g r u p p u t s t ä l l n i n g 
ny skulptur med 
i n t e r n a t i o n e l l a 
konstnärer, nu levande. 
En konstform i 
omdanande. Temat är 
brett. Överhuvudtaget 
skulle jag gärna se röriga 
grupputställningar. Ser 
mig själv som 
utställningskommisarie, 
som man sa förr. 
Hälsning J.

KIm Demåne, konstnär, 
Malmö 

Jag skulle vilja se en av mina 
första ”konstnärs idoler” Kjell 
Hobjer från Bräkne-hoby i 
Blekinge. Han lever som en 
klassisk fransk-konstnär med 
en trave tavlor under armen. 
Har han inte pengar fungerar 

hans alster liten som hans egna kjellcoin. Därför kan 
man se hand konst i allt från konsthallar, samlar, 
pizzerior till slabbiga toaletter. En sak är säker man 
kan alltid urskilja hans stil. 

När jag var en liten grabb led jag av en inspirations-
blixt efter att fått besöka hans ateljé. Jag bytte snabbt 
min tv mot hans höga av loppisfynd som var väl 
använt till små figurer jag tillverkade i källaren.

Julia Selin, artist, chief editor, gallerist, graphic 
designer, “journalist”, house keeper, witch, Malmö 

Jag vill se en utställning med Ann Edholm på 
konsthallen. Har sett bilder på internet från hennes 
utställning på Bildmuseet i Umeå och det ser otroligt 
ut. Ångrar för första gången att jag flyttade därifrån. 
Men tänk vad fantastiskt det hade varit i konsthallen. 
Hade gått dit varje dag.

Kristina Bengtsson, 
artist, Copenhagen/
Lund 

Always difficult to select 
and choose one instead 
of another but if I had 
the freedom there are 
two exhibitions by two 
artist I would be very 
excited to see. The 
artists would get lost in 
their differences, so I 
believe it better to keep 
them apart, in different 
venues and not linked 
to one another. I could 
write an essay about 
each artist and I started 
to but realised I was only 
writing for myself, so 
instead it will just be a 
small introduction. 

In alphabetical order:

A Natascha Sadr 
Haghighian exhibition 
and/or art piece 
anywhere in Malmö 
would be fantastic to 
see. My first meeting 
with her practice was 
through her project 
Robbie Williams Solo 
Show. I was blown away 
by this work as I hadn’t 
before found an artist 
voice that could manage 
to highlight, criticise and 
link the artist and art 
production with control, 
power and manipulation 
in such a sharp and witty 
way. When I came across 
the lecture, Speaking 
from Prison - Avery F. 
Gordon & Natascha Sadr 
Haghighian, a few years 
ago I was convinced 
of her entirely; she’s 
a great artist, she’s an 
empathetic human 
being and she knows 
she’s got power.

A retrospective Bruno 
Munari exhibition 
would be a first class 
experience. Me and an 
Italian friend living here 
have been fantasising 
about it. There is so 
much material that it 
would have to be a well 
organised exhibition. 
I also believe that all 
emphasis must be spent 
on the details to make 
sure that the exhibition 
communicates the 
essential elements of 
play and spontaneity. 
Not an easy task in an 
institutional context, 
however, everything 
is possible. My first 
meeting with Munari 
was through his book 
Photo-Reportage: From 
the Island of Truffles 
to the Kingdom of 
M i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g s . 
After five years of 
photography studies 
this book had everything 
I missed in the course 
literature. His children 
books are all fantastic 
and Ciccì Coccò remains 
one of my very impatient 
2,5 year old child’s 
favourite. And the book 
Seeking comfort in an 
uncomfortable chair!, 
and the book Mai 
Contenti, and the book 
Design as Art. Yes, the 
list goes on and on

Image from Ciccì Coccò by Bruno Munari

Angelica Falkeling, artist installing at Signal, Rotterdam but comes here often

Hhhmmmm, what would I do.... Rana Hamadeh solo at Malmö Kunsthall. A fashion show, long 
catwalk performance at the top floor of the art museum with artists working in between art, 
fashion, embodiment and dressed bodies. I also think to show Doug Ashford’s would be great in 
Malmö. At an artist run space, I would love to see an elaborate performance program.

I have also recently been researching some awesome queer sort of textile things that I would love 
to see irl, like Josh Faught. Or why not a historical show with the Gee’s Bend Quilt Collective? 

Last Berlin Biennale; We Don’t Need Another Hero curated by Gabi Ngcobo was incredible and 
would love if that curatorial team did something in town.

Leal Veileby, artists, Malmö 

A dream exhibition or event would be a Malmö-Copenhagen Art Biennial, official or unofficial. 
Something that would strengthen the collaboration between institutions and art spaces from 
both sides of the Öresund. It would be a natural way of building a strong and cooperative 
dialogue between the two cities and their art scenes. And geographically speaking both cities are 
strategically placed and are easy to reach, so an event like that would definitely be something!  

A specific artist we would love to see a show with in Malmö is the Portuguese artist duo Mariana 
Caló and Francisco Queimadela, they make great works often presented in immersive multimedia 
environments. And they work a lot with video, which is informative for us.

Alexander Gutke, artist, Malmö

I’d love to see a retrospective exhibition of Deborah 
Remington, whose abstract ‘hard edge’ painting I 
stumbled across online a few years ago, but which I’ve 
yet to see irl. Her emblematic, mysterious, machine-
like motifs resemble asymmetrical shields and masks 
and at the same time, a kind of portal to ‘the unknown’.

Prof. Hanni Kamaly, konstnär, Stockholm/Malmö

I would like to see a show by the filmmaker Renée 
Akitelek Mboya from her project “A Glossary Of Words 
My Mother Never Taught Me”

Duo-retrospective by Johan Grimonprez and Sven 
Augustijnen. And a talk by Arjun Appadurai.

Esther Mahlangu
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Kah Bee Chow cannot paint 
bamboo, Malmö

Nobu Ota (1932-1987) left Japan 
for Sweden in 1962 and lived here 
until the end of her life in 1987 in 
Malmö. A careful reconsidering 
of her work beyond “en glimt 
av japansk kultur.” The play 
of spatiality and planes in her 
urageshi compositions resonates 
with “our” relation to the screen: 
its sense of compression and its 
interface; as much as they are tied 
to the tradition of the flattened 
perspective. I came across a 
drawing of hers, komposition med 
pingviner, at an auction website 
last month: of a large tree with 
windows into a snowy landscape 
populated by penguins. I love it.

A solo by Patricia L Boyd - Boyd 
proposes a logic in each work, 
each material, each relation: the 
cycles and systems operating in 
each object, each word; conceived 
almost like an enclosed loop but 
entirely entangled with our daily 
realities. There is a precision and 
conceptual acuity that I can’t do 
justice to. I make her practice 
sound machine-like but it is very 
much alive, never formulaic, 
always curious, challenging and 
interrogating. 

I would also love to see a Geta 
Bratescu retrospective. Tishan 
Hsu too. Yalda Afsah at Fragile 
last year was phenomenal, would 
love to see whatever she does 
next. Very intrigued by Phung  
Tien-Phan’s show at   DREI 

I’ve only seen online. Anna 
Oppermann currently at Barbara 
Thumm looks amazing. Evelyn 
Taocheng-Wang! Kristin Walsh!   
There’s a generous humour and 
wackiness in Mikael Brkic’s work 
I’d love to see more of here - 
also penguins! More Michéle 
Pagel, Koji Nakano, drawings 
by Foo May Lyn, ikebana artist 
Atsunobu Katagiri - which might 
require a different conception 
of timeframe, display of an 
“exhibition”, also someone who 
could conceive of exhibition 
display in radical terms (and have 
fun!!) : architect/artist Valdas 
Ozarinskas - would have loved 
to see his retrospective in CAC 
Vilnius.
Also: I propose a bird-themed 
show: Bird drawings by Bill 

Lynch, Master Chuk Mor’s 
paintings of birds, bird 
photographs by Jochen Lempert, 
Common Birds (2018) by
Richard Frater, Georgina Steytler, 
Scott Rogers + Night into Day 
(2020) by Johan Österholm. Too 
literal? Probably but I like birds. 
Also... (Ed. - we just had to stop 
her because it’d be the whole zine 
otherwise. ) 

Filip Mayer, arkitekt, Lund

I would like to see a jazz performance by Drone Operatør and 
Mette Rasmussen and Lasse Marhaug.
A retrospective by Erkki Pekkarinen. And I would like to see a 
café or restaurant, could be a pie shop with cheap wine, that 
would be a good daily hangout place

Kristine Kemp, artist, Malmö/Copenhagen

Thanks for your invitation. What a dream to imagine ;)

I would like to join the american artist Cady Noland with the danish artist Jørgen Fog in a 
retrospective in Malmö Konsthall

Eli Maria Lundgaard, Artist, Malmö

Hm...Maybe Eija-Liisa Ahtila, Kate 
Newby or Pierre Huyghe? Or all of 
them!

Youngjae Lih, Artist, Lund

I have no idea of dream exhibition 
but I’d like to see the exhibition of 
documentation images from the 
exhibitions.(?)

The artist, Erkki Pekkarinen
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Hej välkommen!
Ja, det är fri entré. 

Ja, utställningen är gratis.

Det finns en text på väggen om utställningen.

Det finns en text där om utställningen.

Det finns också en katalog där.

Det är gratis.Det kostar 50 kr, normalt är 
det gratis men inte för den 
här utställningen. 

Toaletten finns där, bakom väggen.
För att öppna, tryck på koden på 
dörrhandtaget. 
Det finns en kod på dörrhandtaget. 
Koden är 3232.

Kan jag hjälpa dig? 

Ursäkta , kan du snälla lämna din väska här eller i skråpet bakom väggen, tack. 

Hör du inte? Ska jag öka 

volymen?

Utställningen är bara på den 
här våningen. 

Det är en utställning 
med fyra konstnärer.  

Det är samma 

konstnär i hela 

utställningen. 

Du kan ta hissen, på baksidan,  
nära videon den finns det en  
hiss. 

Du kan gå upp i trappan. 

Det finns trappor där och där.

Utställningarna fortsätter 

på övervåningen. 

Jag kan visa dig. 

Här hittar du öppettiderna, information om visningar  och om kommande utställningar.

Utställningen avslutas …

Du kan komma en annan dag, 

det finns tid.

Du har bara tills i morgon
                            fredag
                            nästa vecka 
                            nästa helg  att se utställningen.

Du kan ta den om du vill.  

Ja, jag tror att konstnären tänkte på väggfärgen. 

Tack för ditt besök, Hej då!

Om du vill du du kan ladda ner katalogen som 
pdf gratis på hemsidan.
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Slow pyrolysis is the process of heating biomass in the absence of oxygen, from the Greek elements 
of pyro - fire, and lysis - breakdown. Through slow pyrolysis the biomass is separated into three 
parts, gas, bio-oil and charcoal. 

-
I have vivid memories of being in church when I was younger and finding it very hard to sing along 
to the alarmingly upbeat hymn O God of Burning Cleansing Flame, which has the lyrics ‘To burn up 
every trace of sin, To bring the light and glory in, The revolution now begins, Send the fire today.’ 
The song calls for God’s ‘burning, cleansing flame’ to be sent to Earth today, which to an outsider 
could seem rather drastic but instead operates on a more metaphorical level, asking for God to send 
the fire-like energy of the Holy Spirit rather than initiate the end of the world. Nonetheless, it’s 
interesting to notice that this idea of a global cleansing through fire has been taken up throughout 
history under quasi-religious guises.
If there is a physical material left after this global cataclysm, it will be charcoal. Regardless of our 
religious beliefs, apocalyptic images continuously point back to this idea of slow pyrolysis; for 
many, a world on fire with an absence of oxygen seems to be the direction in which we are heading, 
whether a result of a god’s omnipotent wrath or of climate change. Slow pyrolysis feels like an 
inevitability, even if a raging inferno is not the ultimate cause. 

Charcoal, the material of the apocalypse, laid the fundament for the exhibition ‘APÓCANÒIA’ at 
Galleri CC (6/3 - 3/4 2020). Installations by the Brazillian artist Caetano coated the floors of two 
exhibition spaces with charcoal blocks, fragments and soot, inviting the visitor to walk (or stumble) 
over the mounds in order to get either in or out. The first room installation aptly entitled Conditioning 
was dark and gloomy, making the most of the charcoal’s materiality to build up a new environment 
for the viewer to adapt to. Also in the space was a stack of A4 papers coated in black ink with a text 
on the other side by Brazillian music producer BARTIRA that spoke of the physicality of charcoal 
but also opened up important reflections upon the relationships and dependencies between ‘white 
noise’, ‘black carbon’, and eventual collapse. 

In the second room the charcoal continued but this time underneath bright white lights. Here the 
charcoal didn’t work to imitate an other-worldy setting, but instead functioned as a method to show 
traces of a past event. Paint marker lines and black scuff marks suggested signs of group activity, and 
QR codes scattered on the floor linked to videos of masked individuals in white t-shirts filming with 
their phones, dancing together in the space, drawing with markers, crushing charcoal and throwing 
charcoal blocks at the ceiling. Every video showed the perspective of a different participant at a 
different point in the enactment sequence, inviting the visitor to piece together the different parts 
of the jigsaw into a chronological whole. Another black paper text was stacked in this room, this time 
a longer more existential piece by the (wonderfully named) philosopher Being of Solar Excrement 
(GB). The text contemplates ideas of blind hope and the worship of seemingly indestructible digital 
technology, and presents likely scenarios for the actual future of life on Earth. The text’s statement 
‘For life does not end with us, why should it? It did not begin with us’ goes against Romantic or 
religious ideas relating to the apocalypse, and instead sees the living carbon of today as an energy 
source for the future beings who inherit the earth. 

The exhibition space downstairs at Galleri CC was even darker than usual as only a single selfie-stick 
holding a phone hung from the ceiling. The phone played a video by the dancer and DJ Ranya Asadi 
(SE); an intimate work where the selfie stick acted as a pole for the artist to slowly dance around. 
Being alone in the pitch black room and watching the video from a phone screen was somewhat of 
an uncomfortable experience; the work reinforced the text’s comments about our dependence on 
technology and functioned as yet another example of a trace, a digital documentation of activity 
shown through a phone screen.

APÓCANÒIA  (seu futuro é meu cú)   Galleri CC  6/3 - 3/4 2020  curated by Sofia Wickman and Jari Malta
Caetano (BR) featuring: Ranya Asadi, BARTIRA, Being of Solar Excrement (aka White Man)

By Lucy Smalley

Looking back, there was a coherent dialogue between all elements of the exhibition, the works 
were confident in their messages but at the same time questioning. Political backdrops were 
foregrounded in the exhibition text, which described how the works were created as a commentary 
to a Eurocentric paranoia. The brewing anxiety in Europe today anticipates what is already Brazil’s 
reality - Brazil’s current occupation by a fascist regime renders the entire concept of the apocalypse 
backwards, almost inconsequential. Describing the show as a Caetano retrospective mimics this 
anachronism, presenting the contents as if they were produced at a future point in time. There’s 
a sense of prescience that comes with curating this particular exhibition in Sweden, in many ways 
considered the golden child of the Global North, at a time when Northern Europe can be seen to be 
going through its own crisis of epic proportions. 

To end with charcoal, as we all will eventually, I found it interesting to discover that Brazil is both 
the largest producing country of charcoal and has the largest number of Catholic Christians in 
the world. Charcoal production in Brazil has increased under recent years and is one of the main 
causes behind the deforestation of the Amazon; it’s illegal but often unregulated. In addition to the 
current political situation, last year the Brazilian Archbishop Erwim Kräutler described the fires in 
the Amazon a “true apocalypse”. 
For the indigenous Amazon-dwelling population of Brazil and those living under the current 
political terrors, the apocalypse has already happened. Through the eyes of Brazil, the apocalypse 
must therefore be simultaneously seen as an imminent disaster, an imminent revelation, and an 
event of the past. 

Conditioning (2020) by Caetano
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  Water play feature.
Hyllie.

Malmø fountain map.

The fountain head.
A roundabout in Hyllie.

This area where the fountain is situated  is almost Ayn Rand like
 in its hardcore capitalist neo liberal project.  
I guess the fountain is more like the fountain spouting mouth.
Originally the artist who made it named it the mother, 
but I think thats an unneccesary title so I will call it the fountain headbut I think thats an unneccesary title so I will call it the fountain head.

I wont speak too much of the fountain, or about Ayn Rand, 
just want to mention that I read the fountain head when I lived in Beijijng.
I got it from my dear friend C who was a rich kid from Amsterdam, who had been sent
to Beijing by his parents, to get away from his drug problems. 
His mother had bought the book for him when they went to New York over the Christmas Holidays
 back in 2007.

 An Anyways Ayn rand is a interesting read, she is really good at convincing her neo liberal ideas,
 idealizing competition, the individual and creating bloated egos, go figure people like Trump loves this book. 
I think her book should come with a warning, not to be read without supervision from a marxist,
 or something like this, just to balance it out. I would say the fountain head can be a dangerous book, 
this fountain not so much. 

What I actually wanted to talk about was womens soccer,
 how radical it is, and my obsession with the american womens soccer team, 
I guess this all goes against my rant against national statesI guess this all goes against my rant against national states.
Next to the fountain head is a football stadium.
I will just write down some names of great women soccer players
(as well as activist, lesbian goddesses etc) 
Megan Rapino, Ashlyn Harris, Kelly O hara, Tobyn Heath.

This map is not a map or a map or a map but its a map of somewhat subjective emotional and strange energies. 
Its erotic erratic and non sense, its queer and its wet, and it is a few anecdotes.

Two women sharing a intimate moment as a bus drives by.
Gustav Adolf  square.

First time I met this fountain I was just back in Copenhagen after working as a waitress 
in a posh restaurant in oslo, a restaurant  where the finacial elite takes their buzzness meetings,
mostly men, 
its called the Glove. Hansken.
While working in Oslo I was also living in a small cabin in the forestWhile working in Oslo I was also living in a small cabin in the forest, 
or in a cabin in my brothers backyard which is also the forest.
I had to collect water in the nearby gas station and pee outside.
But all thats a side note really.

As I came back to Copenhagen(where I live) I did as I often do, feel restless, like a stranger.
My way to deal with these emotions is usually to walk, 
to map water, look at fountains and water features. 
Things that are of and in constant changeThings that are of and in constant change.
And I was  as I often am, quite broke. 
As artist often are. 
Somehow working never seems to change this fact
infact 
I seem the more I work the less money I have.
No cash flow.

AnyhoAnyhow, 
This restlessness and lack of money, 
led me to take a trip to the nearby city of Malmø, 
as Copenhagen has very few (interesting) water features and fountains, 
which is not strange considering the general lack of mountains etc.

In malmø feeling a bit uneasy and not knowing what to expect,
I found to my great delight that the city is filled with interesting fountains,
and the first one I met was this oneand the first one I met was this one.

Its was a hot day, quite steamy really, when I happened upon 
this fountain with two women sharing a intimate moment as a bus drove by. 
A Sappich love story in the open and also hidden. In between Fallafel shops and H&Ms,
I imagined the water trickeling down and enclosing their two bodies, a melting together, 
an ocean away from the surrounding hetronormativity. Far away from the techno-patriarcal 
hard reality we are all forced to live in no matter how miserable it makes everyone feel.

For a little while I lived in this bliss that this soft For a little while I lived in this bliss that this soft fluid otherness was there in the middle of the city, 
until I came back a few days later and realized in the fountain there was a man, a woman and a fish. 

The Rose, the rose, the rose in the peoples park.

The rose, floppy, soggy sensual soft, almost rotting rose.
A symbol of the Worker`s Party, where grew up, where I have my citizenship, 
this strange thing: CITIZENSHIP.
Anyhow that place is Norway its a strange place. Beautiful in many ways but strange,
I also think the idea of national states and drawn up borders are strange. 
But I dont really know what to do with thatBut I dont really know what to do with that, as most people seem to like it a lot, 
it gives comfort structures and a feeling of stability.
Though its a strange construct.
But back to the Rose Fountain in the Peoples park.
Maybe some facts about the park first, its located in Malmø which is a city in Sweden who is a country. 
Malmø is very close to Copenhagen which is the capital of Denmark, 
there is a bridge and some water between the two  different places. 
Anyhow the rose fountain is  a good place for a little shower should you need itAnyhow the rose fountain is  a good place for a little shower should you need it.

Raoul Wallenberg Park.

Sødra Forstads Kanalen.

Female ejaculation fountain.

Gustav Adolf Square.

Very generic City redevelopment fountain, in 
front of  the otherwise magnificent 
Malmø Kunstall. 

(A DODGY COLONIAL FOUNTAIN)
 

Stortorget Square.

Dogs Like Fountains

Triangeln. 

It seems the more I work the less money I have.
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Couchi not Badin
by Tawanda Appiah 

he wakes up, wears his black skin, puts his head on and twists it into place
languidly he places on everything else, an exquisite nose, nails, a set of teeth 
he sits on his bed, cries a little
he gazes outside and gets lost in the yawn of the dark
where am Iwhere am I, how did I end up here? 
he thinks of his life, a waiting room of permanent ephemerality
he turns to the right, and to the left, and can never escape
he climbs into a hot bath, contemplates drowning, not today he decides
he saunters to his room, takes a fela kuti record, drops the needle, and softly loudly 
water no get enemy envelops him 
what time is it, he thinks
he looks past the crack splitting his screenhe looks past the crack splitting his screen, 10.38, sat, 22 february, malmö, sweden
he drags his body to the kitchen slaps on slices of tomato and cucumber onto a 
measly slice of rye
he survives every bite and washes it down with heavy black coffee
he sets off
past the old white lady who owns the building, whose unsettling gaze cuts through 
cloth and bone
she reminds him of rhodesian women he left behind she reminds him of rhodesian women he left behind 
his arm falls off and he keeps walking
past the barely legal boys who sell molly and other miscellanies 
last time a pack of hungry hyenas pounced on them, boot to the face, jaw on the 
ground, and tossed them into siren trucks
yet they are still here 
perhaps to them the future is a fucking lie, he relates and commiserates  
he strolls through sofielundhe strolls through sofielund, makes it to graffitihus, licks it and leaves his tongue 
dangling on the wall
past the iranian barber who sits with his legs wide open, always a fag in hand
past a group of women draped in elegant fabrics
he never saw them in the google images 
his limbs fall off and he keeps walking
makes it to wide streets that look like europe
past white people with little dogs that do not barkpast white people with little dogs that do not bark
makes it to his sculpture
Couchi not Badin
sprawling majestically across stortorget
i have always been here, and i never left it says
i wanted to go home but you burned down my mother’s hut
i did not want to be your experiment
he peels off his skinhe peels off his skin, dislocates his bones, arranges them on concrete in careful 
symmetry, gracefully places his head down and dissipates into the wind.
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Signs of Our Times
Now, don’t get me wrong. I salute the intention 
and the timing of the exhibition Migration: 
Traces in an Art Collection that took place at 
Malmö Konstmuseum earlier this year. I also 
deeply appreciate the fact that the museum has 
been addressing a number of urgent matters 
these last years that have been examined and 
discussed through the lens of its collection. 
Malmö Konstmuseum has sharpened its voice 
and program and is much more in tune today 
with a contemporary reality. However, there were 
some aspects in the Migration show that did 
bother me. 

One of the central starting points for the 
exhibition were the traces left behind from the 
time when the museum was turned into a refugee 
shelter. It was in the spring of 1945 at the end 
of the Second World War. Drawings of memories, 
portraits of people, and photographs of bunk 
beds that filled the museum are all powerful 
testimonies of the atrocities of war that must 
never be forgotten.

In the autumn of 2015, the city of Malmö changed 
completely during what became labelled as ”the 
refugee crisis”. One cultural center in particular  

turned itself into a refugee shelter to respond to 
the urgent situation. Images in the press of the 
Ikea-bunk beds that filled the premises resonated 
strongly and familiarly with a certain past. 

No trace of this event was to be found in the 
Migration show, which struck me as a missed 
opportunity. It would have actually been nice 
to acknowledge such an extraordinary shared 
experience and relate it to the contemporary 
identity of the city. 

The traces of migration from the art collection 
were instead presented in an aesthetically colour 
matching manner. In another situation I would not 
have minded at all, but given the nature, timing 
and theme of the exhibition, it gradually started 
to feel more like an unintentional anachronism. 
The exhibition design with its formalistic 
colour and shape rip-off slash inspiration just 
seemed hopelessly out of date and totally out 
of tune, coming across as exceptionally bleak 
and detached from the personal experiences of 
migration it was trying to convey. 

 
   /The Signs correspondent

Bild: Hussein El-Alawi “Hösten 2015 erbjöd Kontrapunkt tak över huvudet för 17000 personer.”
Westerburg, Olof  2018-11-15 “Kontrapunkt får en miljon för att flytta ut” Sydsvenskan sida: 2 sektion: Malmö
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When considering buying a dog, always try the dog rescue centers 
first and if that doesn't work check your local paper, you will 
usually find someone selling pups without papers which are nicely 
priced. At least then you can meet the owners(the parent(s)), and 
have a better feel for what it is. 

I'm gonna buy myself a dog (any day now). It’s the perfect plan!  
I will walk the dog three times a day and let it sleep in my bed.  
I will smile and laugh like no one else. The dog will bark 
sometimes but that's okay, hopefully it can drown all the noise 
coming from the flat next to mine. They really seem to enjoy life 
over there, having some kind of gathering. I'm almost 
participating, scratching the wall as loud as I can. I decide in the 
heat of the moment to cook some dinner. It's not too early and not 
too late and I'm definitely hungry for something even though it's a 
different kind of hunger, if you know what I mean. To cook a nice 
dinner is easier than you think, especially pasta dishes. It really 
take your mind off things. Mushrooms and parmesan are my 
trustworthy heroes together with salt and pepper. Ten minutes of 
preparation is more than fine, then it's time to dine. A fork and a 
spoon works as effective tools. I eat and all my troubles disappear 
for a while (magic). Straight away I celebrate the delicious meal 
with some coffee, what else! 

So what kind of dog, a small one or a big one? It's a big decision 
even if I pick a small one : ). I think I want to be able to wrestle 
the animal for fun, but I don’t want it to be too easy. I like 
Dalmatians with their spots and stains or maybe a German 
Shepherd that can guard my house against burglars and thieves. Or 
is that too aggressive? Well well, I should probably get a Golden 
Retriever. A buddy that will go and get everything I throw away, 
and hopefully friends and money are not too heavy or too tricky 
for this little fellow… Did I mention that I hate cats?
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Vad vill du ha?

Vi är en vin- och ostbar. 

Det finns naturvin, inte naturvin, flera olika öl och läsk.    

Vit eller rött ?    

Hej, hej !

Vitt! OK. Torrt eller fruktigt?   

Vi har ett jättespeciellt vit vin. Det är ett 
portuguisiskt naturvin. Det är lite syrligt, 
citronsyra. Det kommer från Azorerna med 
båt.
Vill du prova?

Rött?
 Har du prova kaninvin? 
Nej, oh! Du måste! 
Det är en fylligt vin. 
Jättespeciellt. 
Testa!
Kan du känna smak av nötter? 
Det är en jättemustigt vin!

Vill du ha ett ljust rött vin? 
Prova det.
Jag tycker att det är fantastikt. 
Fruktigt, sött, uppfriskande och saftigt.
Doften är också väldigt bra. 
Kan du känna hallon och lakrits?

Med ost, jag tror det är 
bättre, mer fruktigt och 
runt vin. Det är en fransk 
sauvignon blanc fråm 
Loire. 

Precis! 

Absolut!  

Javisst!  

Var det allt?

Något mer?

Vill du ha chips eller oliver? 

Vi har många olika ostar. Ko, får, blandning och get. 
Ostplattan har små bitar av fem olika ostar med knäckebröd och honung.

Det finns meny där på dörren eller här. Det finns morot- och ingefärssoppa, pasta, 
portobellosvamp med gratinerad fetaost och indisk potatis med svamp.

All mat är vegetarisk. Vegan? Vi kan ta ut osten. 

Till efterrätt har vi chokladmousse och äpplekrummel.

Det kostar 359 kr.
Vill du betala med kort eller kontant ?

Det finns bestick och glas i hyllan och vatten på bordet.

Tack så mycket!

Hej då
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Entré is a peculiar entity in Malmö; seemingly emptying out and expanding at the same time. Long 
consigned the status of a disused mall, it now looks to be promising a second wind: cardboard signs 
announce the arrival of new! sushi! tenants! this fall! accompanying a freshly-built extension across 
the street.

By the counter where the cashier might usually sit, towards the right end of the room, Julia Sjölin’s 
video, Bather and Maker of Contacts (2018)  plays on a flatscreen on the ground, leaning against the 
wall. An oval-shaped sheet of glass is angled lengthwise over half the screen. We follow the scanning 
of indeterminate glassy surfaces, containers interspersed with an actor’s eyes darting, blinking. 
The audio dials in a sealed hollow atmosphere - periodically a generic male voiceover issues single 
phrases such as “jag har ont i magen” (I have a stomach ache). A list of bodily ailments quarantined 
in a sterile ennui; the mood of the piece is attuned to the sense of resounding vacancy in the rest of 
the building. 

Maison de la Mer, for this iteration, is housed in an empty retail unit nearby the still-frequented 
Systembolaget on the ground floor. The undercurrent of obsolescence also appear to be a 
preoccupation in Anders Johansson’s paintings. The overexposed lo-res black and white imagery 
points to a pre or early digital iconography, already sharply anachronistic. The canvases feel almost 
print-like but are worked with pastel, acrylic, oil and spray paint. The flatness of their surface and 
finish is maybe made more jarring by the retail fluorescent - I wonder how the patient rendering of 
the woven textures in Mud Ladder 06 would register in a softer light. I remarked to a painter friend, I 
can’t feel my way in, but perhaps that is besides the point - perhaps deflection is the main event here. 
The title Mud Ladder conjures a slow sinking kind of dread, a form of sisyphean punishment you’ve 
prescribed yourself.  Some of the motifs - the teddy bear in Niss feels like a throwaway artefact from 
the plethora of gift shops of the 90’s, a once-lucrative industry thriving on a profusion of sentiment 
now filed into the trash folder of our visual lexicon. 

Along the center of the rectangular space, two wooden sculptures by Camilla Steinum are angled at 
intervals dividing its full length. They appear as silhouette forms of entwined dogs  - their bodies 
and limbs are melded in a puzzle with cut-out colour-stained wooden blocks nesting within each 
other, composing its shape, balance and structure. The dogs, large and small, seem inextricable 
from each other, perhaps locked in an embrace, mid-fight, mid-play, in gestures of wild affection. 
A momentary hold of contingency and community. In Berlin, where the artist is based, one often 
encounters dogs walking off-leash, according to their own pace, rhythm and curiosities - I often 
wonder why this autonomy is not possible elsewhere. But then again it is, Steinum’s creatures 
exhibit a kind of intimacy and abandon reminiscent of Annika Eriksson’s I am the dog that was always 
here (2013) a tender document of the stray dog colonies on the outskirts of Istanbul. Untethered to 
masters, their bodies speak and move with a markedly different vocabulary. They talk to each other 
as though we were never there, yet they are also exiles cast out by human hands to the periphery. 

DO YOU LIKE ME NOW?   24.01 - 09.02.2020  Maison de la Mer, Entré Malmö
Leif Holmstrand, Anders Johansson, Camilla Steinum, Julia Sjölin

By Peng Wing

Paired alongside Steinum’s dogs, Leif Holmstrand’s framed ink drawings depict varying versions of 
conjoined figures; there are two-headed beasts, multiple creatures connected via an unbroken line. 
They recall a kind of Nazca line topography transmitted in a surrealist single-line automatism - they 
could equally be ancient mythical beings, or a map of the psyche on the margins. I think of something 
Primo Levi once wrote, “This is the most immediate fruit of exile, of uprooting: the dominion of the 
unreal over the real.” How a man once pointed to a postcard of a two-headed sculpture to tell me he 
was of a similar kind, as though to explain away all the cruelties that would follow. The collateral 
damage a certain male  “complexity” can afford rests on our uneven sympathies. For those without, 
the condition of exile entails a neutering; swallowing the many heads, the splaying limbs, the alien 
lives; containing all of these unwieldy realities into a coherent body.  

The title of the exhibition, Do you like me now? may be intended as a humorous take of this particular 
incarnation of Maison de La Mer, its brightest and shiniest outing yet. I have not visited previous 
Maisons, first hosted at Galleri Rostrum in 2016, the second at a shop undergoing renovations in 
2017 one evening. Others who had speculated that this last venue in Entré perhaps set up the mode 
of display to perform the most like a commercial gallery, as a knowing gesture, but missed the more 
adventurous and experimental spirit of the previous two. In recent years, the very small handful of 
commercial galleries existing in Malmö have headed for exit either by exodus or closure. Maison, in 
referencing a model unsustainable in this city, perhaps also presents the question of what actually 
sustains the ecosystem of the Malmo art scene - perhaps it is initiatives like these, running on desire 
and love.

  mostly
  A friend commented that various fleeting art projects in vacant locales in Malmö may also act as a mechanism of gentrification - some similar concerns were addressed in Matthew Rana’s review of 
the Carl Kostyal pop-up in kunstkritik last year. It is a salient point given certain developments in Malmö in just even the last five years - and impossible to unpack in a footnote I realize. But I would 
also like to caution against painting all projects with the same brush, and to consider the specificities of each initiative: the how, for what, for whom, by whom. In many cases, the care and generosity 
on offer in these spaces also speak strongly against the cynical forces we are subject to.

strekker til  Camilla Steinum (2019) 
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of indeterminate glassy surfaces, containers interspersed with an actor’s eyes darting, blinking. 
The audio dials in a sealed hollow atmosphere - periodically a generic male voiceover issues single 
phrases such as “jag har ont i magen” (I have a stomach ache). A list of bodily ailments quarantined 
in a sterile ennui; the mood of the piece is attuned to the sense of resounding vacancy in the rest of 
the building. 

Maison de la Mer, for this iteration, is housed in an empty retail unit nearby the still-frequented 
Systembolaget on the ground floor. The undercurrent of obsolescence also appear to be a 
preoccupation in Anders Johansson’s paintings. The overexposed lo-res black and white imagery 
points to a pre or early digital iconography, already sharply anachronistic. The canvases feel almost 
print-like but are worked with pastel, acrylic, oil and spray paint. The flatness of their surface and 
finish is maybe made more jarring by the retail fluorescent - I wonder how the patient rendering of 
the woven textures in Mud Ladder 06 would register in a softer light. I remarked to a painter friend, I 
can’t feel my way in, but perhaps that is besides the point - perhaps deflection is the main event here. 
The title Mud Ladder conjures a slow sinking kind of dread, a form of sisyphean punishment you’ve 
prescribed yourself.  Some of the motifs - the teddy bear in Niss feels like a throwaway artefact from 
the plethora of gift shops of the 90’s, a once-lucrative industry thriving on a profusion of sentiment 
now filed into the trash folder of our visual lexicon. 

Along the center of the rectangular space, two wooden sculptures by Camilla Steinum are angled at 
intervals dividing its full length. They appear as silhouette forms of entwined dogs  - their bodies 
and limbs are melded in a puzzle with cut-out colour-stained wooden blocks nesting within each 
other, composing its shape, balance and structure. The dogs, large and small, seem inextricable 
from each other, perhaps locked in an embrace, mid-fight, mid-play, in gestures of wild affection. 
A momentary hold of contingency and community. In Berlin, where the artist is based, one often 
encounters dogs walking off-leash, according to their own pace, rhythm and curiosities - I often 
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exhibit a kind of intimacy and abandon reminiscent of Annika Eriksson’s I am the dog that was always 
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as though we were never there, yet they are also exiles cast out by human hands to the periphery. 
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Paired alongside Steinum’s dogs, Leif Holmstrand’s framed ink drawings depict varying versions of 
conjoined figures; there are two-headed beasts, multiple creatures connected via an unbroken line. 
They recall a kind of Nazca line topography transmitted in a surrealist single-line automatism - they 
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was of a similar kind, as though to explain away all the cruelties that would follow. The collateral 
damage a certain male  “complexity” can afford rests on our uneven sympathies. For those without, 
the condition of exile entails a neutering; swallowing the many heads, the splaying limbs, the alien 
lives; containing all of these unwieldy realities into a coherent body.  

The title of the exhibition, Do you like me now? may be intended as a humorous take of this particular 
incarnation of Maison de La Mer, its brightest and shiniest outing yet. I have not visited previous 
Maisons, first hosted at Galleri Rostrum in 2016, the second at a shop undergoing renovations in 
2017 one evening. Others who had speculated that this last venue in Entré perhaps set up the mode 
of display to perform the most like a commercial gallery, as a knowing gesture, but missed the more 
adventurous and experimental spirit of the previous two. In recent years, the very small handful of 
commercial galleries existing in Malmö have headed for exit either by exodus or closure. Maison, in 
referencing a model unsustainable in this city, perhaps also presents the question of what actually 
sustains the ecosystem of the Malmo art scene - perhaps it is initiatives like these, running on desire 
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  A friend commented that various fleeting art projects in vacant locales in Malmö may also act as a mechanism of gentrification - some similar concerns were addressed in Matthew Rana’s review of 
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What do you want? And other riddles

After wondering that for a while, we started asking some friends around us the same question, 
looking for one-word answers that could fit in a puzzle. Guess what are some of ours and others’ wants in the grey marked 
crosswords. Pretty generic, heh? But then it might be that various stories hide behind these wants, and words can only say 
so much. Good luck in finding all the riddles. 

LEFT – RIGHT HORIZONTAL
1.    this zine is made in its name 
4.    Marsha P. Johnson is a hero and symbol of this community 
11.  of country and porcelain 
14.  to shock or surprise someone
17.  unit of land used in Britain and the US 
19.  a twenty million crib for a magnate, may come haunted
2020.  feeling content or satiated, a feeling overemphasized by 
       consumption economy and always monitored by surveys
23.  you can order one or more of these when going out, 
       but they taste best bought in the shop and savoured on 
       a bridge overlooking the highway 

25.  short for number, in Romanian 
26.  a thin, see-through netting of silk or nylon
29.  short for versus 
31.  mister, in short 
32.  the drive behind applying for artist grants year after year
34.  short for record
3535.  a penny or an öre 
36.  type of beer, fermented in warmth 
37.  some very cute three-toed sloths  
40.  Rhode Island, 
        but also a proposed gender neutral pronoun in Esperanto
41.  it can spill disastrously on water  

 
42.  when not down 
43.  famous French photographers’ agency 
44.  a state of going beyond universal experience and 
       knowledge or just a pretentious noun for jumping 
        over a fence 
4848.  a rectangular quarried stone used in paving roads 
50.  a supernatural creature with pointy ears 
51.  Joan’s family name 
52.  something cool, awesome or tidy, but at plural, 
       cause we can
53.  one good reason for cats to loooove plants
54.  a part of the town Dals-Ed in Sweden
5656.  definite article, with particularizing effect 
57.  famous American novel title, if followed by 22
59.  a story from the dawns of times, explaining social 
       and cultural changes in humanity, often manipulated 
       into discourses of current-day nationalisms
60.  friendly, harmonious and mutual agreement 
        of thoughts, it can also be reached through 
        contractual negotiations          contractual negotiations  
65.  the cool way of saying hello
67.  it needs tonic

 
 

LEFT – RIGHT HORIZONTAL (CONTINUATION) 68.  ancient Egyptian sun god 
70.  a stand used by painters in their work
72.  opposite of on 
73.  a system based on the number eight
76.  Iceland is an example of this
77.  50% of salt
7878.  How old are you? Are you an Aries? 
        Do you believe in life after love? Do you like cats? 
80.  rude, possibly aggressive man 
81.  the outer peel of citrus fruits 
83.  the opposite of what divides us 
84.  name of a group of artists based in Malmö 
86.  Middle Eastern food, a staple of Malmö 
887.  a corporate word for the chance to get ahead; one is 
       usually waiting for it, or thinking that one good one 
       is all it takes. 
91.  the cost of a thought
92.  she was a part of Velvet Underground's first album
93.  nominative singular pronoun, used by a speaker when 
        referring to themselves 
9494.  used for subsistence, and a reason for people to go to work 
       ill when they only have 0-base hours hourly contracts
95.  a state of tranquility in face of the daily grind, it is often 
       asked pejoratively from the ones wrongfully hurt.  

UP – DOWN VERTICAL
1.  All Cops Are Bastards
2.  inherited protein which can be found or lacking on the 
     surface of red blood cells. 
3.  made of millenia and of seconds 
5.  a marker of pride, too often commodified 
6.  another name for the god of Love, in Roman mythology 
77.  a way Brits call their grandmother 
8.  of human or forest, of frolicking and reverence 
9.  informal short from Raphael 
10.  worldwide-held talks on contemporary topics 
12.  moved quickly backwards
13.  if you manage to get all the correct ones in the 
       crossword, you can win a free beer from Alta’s bar 
1818.  a sudden, radical upheaval of the downtrodden masses
21.  cash machine  
22.  cats do it so much, I do it so little 
24.  that little entity just wanna phone home
28.  a domestic cat breed named for its resemblance to the 
       ocelot
29.  completely empty
3030.  sensed when walking on the streets of Malmö at 8 pm 
       on a winter Sunday 
32.  a place of safety or refuge 
33.  fruit featured in the title of a ground-breaking film 
       by Cheryl Dunye 
35.  present in fruit juices, 
        and needed to solve tasks of precision
3838.  short for what is not virtual
39.  to insure it publicly, 
       social distancing is required nowadays

 

DOWN – UP VERTICAL

 

15.  a plural of Z 
20.  a vehicle without a way
27.  German romantic song for piano and voice

RIGHT – LEFT HORIZONTAL
16.  each, abbreviated

   
45.  a Chinese two-stringed violin
46.  a short distance away
47.  they rule the universe and our hearts 
        – and hide behind letters
48.  short for saint
4949.  acronym for “toilet paper”
53.  contrary to some persons’ opinions, 
       these are not always good 
55.  short for Deuterium, Hydrogen and Oxygen 
58.  a cosmic entity from the lovecraftian universe, 
       shaped like an octopus and a dragon
61.    . 
6262.  measures time with the help of the sun 
63.  phonetic transcription of greetings, in Korean 
64.  what the rich stash in banks and vaults. 
66.  speed when moving 
68.  ritualistic daily habits around the house or at work, 
        important if you’re a nun, an employee or a carer.  
69.  Beatrix "The Bride" Kiddo´s swordsmith 
7171.  this is the one that finishes each and all 
74.  in front of Eliot 
75.  felines who roar 
78.  We are the champions, they sung
79.  the fluid and solute component of blood
83.  each little pony is one
85.  (suffix) denoting specified groups of ten
8686.  symbol for iron
88.  small famous man from early arcade games 
89.  one in a pod 
90.  mythical horned creature
91.  kung fu panda himself

Crossword made by Linus Svensson and Simona Dumitriu
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